
Item Description Tasting Menu
Common game items, served three ways.

Item Science Fiction Adventure Esoteric Fantasy Adventure Quirky Looter Shooter

Key A subdermal NFC chip, typically implanted between
the thumb and index finger. Used to store personal
data and authenticate the user’s digital identity.

Key to the Cursed Tome of Weavings. Thin metal barbs
protrude from the handle; it is believed the key will
not turn without first tasting the blood of its carrier.

A weird-looking miniature sword, used for
slaying locks.

Health pack A viscous solution containing light-activated
nanoparticles that utilises quantum dots to destroy
targeted bacteria, including drug-resistant strains
unaffected by antibiotics.

A potent tincture prepared by followers of the
Nameless Acolyte. Famed across Alri-Sya for its
soothing qualities and hastening of the body’s natural
healing processes.

Restores 50hp
[Please ensure your insurance
arrangements are up-to-date before
consuming!]

Grenade This variable fragmentation device (VFD) uses
multiple heart-like valves and chambers to allow the
user to dynamically alter the fuse length, lethality and
blast radius of the explosion.

Devilish weapon developed by Menloch the Blind, who
fabricated his affliction with the application of a milky
substrate to the surface of his eyes. This seemingly
innocuous canvas pouch is filled with rock fragments
and lined with Devil’s Powder. Careless handling may
prove catastrophic.

Packs a serious punch – literally. 24 of
them, to be precise. On detonation, the
Knuckle Duster sends 24 photon punches
in 24 different directions. [Not suitable for
children under the age of 3]

Bloodstained
letter

Datapad found in a pool of thick blue liquid. Initial
scans suggest a copper-bonding blood type typical of
terran molluscs. What sort of creature could have left
this… and what happened to them?

A desperate missive, written in soot. A glut of blood
blooms in one corner, rendering much of the script
illegible.

The letter ends abruptly:

gtg, nosebleed incoming
gotta find something to mop this up

Poké Ball An inconspicuous orb containing a specialised
containment field, capable of storing living organisms
at a fraction of their natural size. The object is
activated by depressing a discreet switch on its
topside, after which the manufacturer recommends
immediately throwing the orb at the target and
retreating to a minimum distance of 3 metres.

A relic forged by Ash the Daemon Binder during the
Age of Iwata. Its unnaturally smooth surface is tinted
with ochre. While its power is indeed formidable, a
grim fate awaits those who would ensnare an Arch
Daemon without enfeebling it first...

A shiny red sucky-up ball. You can put
your lunch in this, or use it to store
Battlefrogs. Whatever you think is gonna
come in handy on the battlefield.
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